Large hailstorms impacted the Plains States in early July of 2016, leading to an increased industry loss ratio of 90% (up from 76% in 2015). The largest single-day losses reported in 2016 totaled USD 36 million; losses from the top 10 storm days in 2016 totaled USD 240 million. Losses in 2014 remain the largest single-year hail losses in the U.S. crop hail insurance program’s history, with a countrywide loss ratio in excess of 100%.
Every year, crops in the United States are damaged by hail, but the nature of the peril—and the available data—make it challenging for crop insurers and reinsurers to assess their risk. The AIR Crop Hail Model for the United States is the industry’s first probabilistic model that captures the effects of hail on insured crops, providing companies with a comprehensive view of their crop hail risk.

Integrates Statistical Modeling With the Latest Meteorological Research for a Robust View of Crop Hail Risk

The AIR U.S. Crop Hail Model leverages AIR’s 10,000-year stochastic catalog of simulated hailstorms. This is the same catalog that is used by AIR’s U.S. Severe Thunderstorm Model, in which hailstorms are a modeled peril. The catalog is based on a large historical data set from NOAA’s Storm Prediction Center (SPC), which includes daily reports of hailstorms from local authorities and trained weather spotters. Despite recent increases in hail reports, this data set retains a bias toward urban areas, meaning that hailstorms in rural areas—where crops are planted—are underreported.

To compensate for urban bias in the historical data and to create a spatially complete catalog of simulated (stochastic) events, AIR “smart-smooths” the SPC reports to physically realistic locations. Smart-smoothing combines statistical and physical methods that leverage the high-resolution meteorological variable called the Significant Hail Parameter (SHiP) to determine when and where conditions were favorable for hailstorm formation. This allows the model to account for crop hail risk in areas that may not show major activity in the brief historical record. Smart-smoothing also enables the model to capture major outbreaks very similar to those that occurred outside the historical record used in model development. Crop claims data are then used to validate the smart-smoothing result.

Spatial distribution of average annual stochastic hailstorm frequency in the U.S. Crop Hail Model.
Captures the Highly Localized Effects of Hailstorms

Hailstorms can be highly localized and last for just minutes. Because the SPC does not provide footprint dimensions for hail, AIR scientists group reports that are close in space and time into clusters—the dimensions of which form the basis for developing high resolution footprints of the simulated events that are realistic in size and shape. The hail swath dimensions are further refined following a detailed analysis of radar data showing the footprints of large historical hail outbreaks.

AIR’s event footprints, whose dimensions are based on historical observation rather than on an artificially imposed grid size, are the key to the model’s ability to generate robust tails of the exceedance probability curve. Losses from individual storms are then aggregated to the county and state level.

Provides a Realistic Representation of Hailstorm Frequency

The extreme variability observed in hailstorm occurrence from year to year makes risk management challenging. The AIR model simulates daily hailstorm activity based on realistic historical occurrence rates and weather patterns for a particular location and season, explicitly capturing the regional and seasonal variability displayed in the historical record of hailstorm losses. The daily simulations enable the model to capture both large outbreaks with the potential to produce large insured losses as well as smaller events that may produce losses that are much lower but could still impact a company’s portfolio on an aggregate basis.

Crop-Specific Damage Functions Provide the Most Accurate Loss Estimates

Hail damage is a function of hail impact energy, which depends on storm duration, the density of individual hailstones and their size, the number of hailstones by diameter per cubic meter, and the accompanying wind speed. Because hail affects different crops differently, the AIR U.S. Crop Hail Model features crop-specific damage functions—for corn, soybean, wheat, cotton, rice, and barley—that account for the unique damage mechanisms imposed by hail at various stages of each crop’s growth and development.

The extent of crop damage depends on what developmental stage the crop is in, which varies by geographic location and preceding temperature patterns. For example, the greatest reduction in corn yields is
caused by defoliation, and the severity of corn defoliation from hail is directly linked to the developmental stage of the corn at the time of the hailstorm. Damage functions that vary by crop and by developmental stage of each crop are critical factors in the estimation of crop losses.

**Crop Industry’s First Model to Incorporate Crop Hail and Production Plan**

The AIR Crop Hail Model for the U.S. is the only model that provides loss estimates for two types of insurance products—Crop Hail and Production Plan. Crop Hail policies pay when crop damage occurs from a hailstorm, regardless of the final production outcome at harvest. Production Plan policies pay when the actual yield at harvest is below a guaranteed yield. The U.S. Crop Hail Model provides probabilistic loss estimates, thereby enabling insurers and reinsurers to make better underwriting decisions and model portfolios more reliably.

**Convenient Damage Estimation to Both Crops and Property with CATRADER**

Because hailstorms are such localized events, they can inflict damage on crops while leaving nearby property unaffected—and vice versa. In addition, some hailstorms have no effect on crops because they occur outside of the crop growing season. Because the Crop Hail Model and the AIR Severe Thunderstorm Model for the United States use the same hail catalog, users of AIR’s CATRADER® software can easily compare property and crop losses on an annual basis by state or county.

**Modeled loss cost of the insurable exposure of the six main U.S. crops (corn, soybean, wheat, barley, rice, and cotton). The maximum loss risk occurs in a large north-south swath in the Plains States, which agrees well with historical industry loss experience.**

**Extensive Loss Validation**

Modeled losses are extensively validated by comparing loss costs for individual modeled crops against historical industry experience reported by National Crop Insurance Services (NCIS) and data provided by crop insurers. The spatial distribution of losses is also compared with the hail frequency pattern in the 10,000-year hail catalog. The total losses for all modeled crops are then combined (see loss cost map) and validated against industry experience. The areas of major crop damage are shifted from the areas of maximum hail frequency due to geographical differences in the timing of hailstorms and periods of maximum crop vulnerability to hail damage.

Losses from the remainder of U.S. crops are added statistically on the county level and total loss cost for all crops is calculated for both the crop hail line of business and production plan line of business for validation against respective industry losses.

**Continuous View of North American Crop Hail Risk**

AIR’s Crop Hail Model for the U.S. and our Crop Hail Model for Canada leverage the same 10,000-year hail catalog, whose domain covers the contiguous U.S. and the nine southernmost Canadian provinces. This continuous view of crop hail risk is particularly useful for licensees of both models who underwrite policies in both the U.S. and Canada and brokers who prepare submissions for companies in both countries.
Modeled insurable losses for Crop Hail and Production Plan lines of business for all modeled states. Large industry insurable losses are shown for each line of business. Several states experienced high Production Plan loss costs in 2011 whereas only a few states experienced high loss costs in 2014, which is why 2014 appears at a lower return period than 2011 for Production Plan.

Model at a Glance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modeled Perils</th>
<th>Hail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model Domain</td>
<td>42 U.S. states (excludes the six New England states, Hawaii, and Alaska)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported Geographic Resolution</td>
<td>County and state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability Module</td>
<td>Vulnerability varies by hail impact energy (hailstone size), crop type, and crop developmental stage at time of hailstorm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covered Crops</td>
<td>Corn, soybean, durum wheat, spring wheat, winter wheat, cotton, rice, and barley (losses to all other crops are accounted for statistically)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported Lines of Business</td>
<td>Crop Hail and Production Plan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model Highlights

- Utilizes AIR’s 10,000-year stochastic hail catalog, which is also used by the AIR Severe Thunderstorm Model for the United States, in which hailstorms are a modeled peril, and by the AIR Crop Hail Model for Canada
- Employs sophisticated statistical techniques—data smoothing and augmentation—to compensate for urban bias of historical hailstorm reporting
- Crop-specific damage functions account for the unique damage mechanisms imposed by hail on different crops and at various developmental stages
- Extensively validated against loss estimates issued by the National Crop Insurance Services (NCIS), data provided by crop insurers, and published scientific research
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